New Scholars Salsa Soiree  
(co-organized by the Penn State International Education Student Association)

Wednesday, April 25th, 7:30-9:30 PM

Tickets: $30

Join us under the stars for an evening of salsa and sangria. Puerto Rican salsa instructors will give attentive lessons for the most basic moves to this spicy Latin dance, and provide a couple of impressive tricks for the more advanced students. Then enjoy the live music of the Grupo Brava salsa band as you dance away the evening. Light appetizers will be provided. Soiree tickets may be purchased by any conference participant as the event is not exclusive to new scholars. Capacity is limited. Please follow the link below to purchase your tickets: Indiana University Event Registration Services

CIES 2012 FILM SERIES: Revolutionizing pedagogy and research through film

Organized by the Comparative, International and Development Education Centre (CIDEC), OISE, University of Toronto

Join us on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon for two sessions that explore the use of film and video in education research and teaching. The producer of the film 2 Million Minutes, Robert A Compton, will join us Wednesday for a screening of his latest comparative film, The Finland Phenomenon (54 min) followed by refreshments and a panel discussion of leading CIE scholars.

Tuesday, April 24 - 1:45 (Flamingo A) Revolutionizing pedagogy and method through film and video: Alternative classroom and research techniques for comparative educators: Panel presentation with current CIE instructors and researchers who explore their use of participatory videography in data collection and teaching (Discussant: Lesley Bartlett, Columbia)
Wednesday, April 25 (Salon Peacock) 1:45 Screening of the film The Finland Phenomenon (54 min). Introduction by producer Robert A. Compton

3:00 Coffee Break

3:15 - 4:00 Panel discussion - response to key issues presented in The Finland Phenomenon with leading CIE scholars